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You may compete in one of the
following categories, depending
on the number of pubs you have
visited:

Personal Edition (2)
Professional Edition (4)
Enterprise Edition (8)
Ultimate Edition (12)

Tour de Pub
Participant's Reference Book

Competition rules

List of pubs included in
the competition

Opening hours

Front facade photographs

Comprehensive map

GPS coordinates

Competition rules
The goal of each competitor is to
visit the selected pubs and drink
at least one beer or a shot of
liquor in each of them.

Each visit must be confirmed by a
waiter's signature in the Registry
of Achievements.

If you succeed in finding your way
home, you win! One recipient of a
valuable prize will be drawn from
among all the competitors in each
category.

U Darebáka
GPS: N49°43. ' E13°21.310'384

Opening hours: 10.00 to 13.00
or on request

Erected by the Germans after the annexation
of Sudetenland, the building originally served
as a customs house on the border between the
Reich and the remainder of the Czechoslovak
Republic. Upon the arrival of the US Army it
was adopted as an Officers' Club. Many fixtu-
res and fittings installed there, such as the
lights or the original windows and doors, are
still in their authentic state.
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U Sládka
GPS: N49°44.799' E13°22.011'

Opening hours: 10.00 to 23.00

There is a small brewery located just off  the
City center, supplying the restaurant U Sládka.
They brew and serve their own beer if the light
and semi-dark varieties, titled Plzeòský pašák.
Although small, this pub really is worth a visit.
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The PUB II
GPS: N49°44.91 ' E13°22.724'4
Opened on 12 August 2005, the PUB Plzeò is a
next-generation bar with a system of unique
self-service taps in each table, and more. The
amount of beer consumed at each table is pro-
jected on a screen, making it easy for your com-
petitive side to take over. The beer served here
is non-pasteurized, delivered into the pub and
served from bax-in-box containers to prevent
any contact between the beer and the pressuri-
zed gas.
Opening Hours: 11.00 to 01.00
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U Salzmannù
GPS: N49°44.884' E13°22.768'

Opening Hours: 11.00 to 23.00

The history of guest houses and taverns located
in the building currently occupied by the Restau-
rant U Salzmannù reaches as far as the 17th cen-
tury, making it Pilsen's oldest beer house still in
operation. The sensibly reconstructed exterior as
well as the interior evoke the atmosphere of the
early 20th century, when the restaurant was a po-
pular meeting place for the commons of Pilsen
and their guests.
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Na potravinách
GPS: N49°44.924' E13°22.114'

Opening hours: 14.00 to 24.00

A typical countryside pub in a large city with an
intriguing interior design featuring the scarfs,
flags and crests of various sporting clubs. It of-
fers traditional Czech tavern cuisine, served
expediently at low prices. It is a non-smoking
establishment.
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Uctívaný velbloud
GPS: N49°44.621' E13°22.491'

Opening Hours: 11.00 to 24.00

The name of the restaurant (English: Venerated
Camel) reflects the appearance of a camel in the
City's coat of arms. The actual camel was origi-
nally received by the Hussites from the Khan of
Crimea for their military assistance in Poland. It
was brought back to Bohemia and kept in the
Hussites' camp during their unsuccessful siege
of Pilsen in 1433. In well-carried-out counter
attack, the citizens of Pilsen were able to captu-
re the venerated camel and bring it back inside
the City. This event had a great impact on the
morale of the besieging army, and eventually
contributed to the failure of the siege.
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U Švejka
GPS: N49°43.668' E13°22.085'

Opening Hours: 11.30 to 22.30

Interior crafted in the style of old Prague's Art
Noveau, stained glass windows inspired by dra-

wings by Josef Lada, and the Pilsner Urquell pre-
mium lager – those are the true Czech originals.
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Klub malých pivovarù Hamburk
GPS: N49°44.715' E13°23.212'
The first club of its kind in Pilsen. Every day it
offers – on tap – two to four types of beer pro-
duced by small or mid-sized breweries anywhe-
re in the Czech Republic or abroad. The choice
of bottled beer changes and grows continuous-
ly.
Opening Hours: 18.00 to 22.00

9Zach's Pub
GPS: N49°44.879' E13°22.256'

Opening Hours: 13.00 to 01.00

Traditional Irish pub in the center of the City.
The pub is split into two sections. The ground-
floor section is adorned with numerous historic
adverts and car registration plates from various
parts of the world. The downstairs section ser-
ves as a Mexican restaurant, offering a relative-
ly quiet environment for eating or just drinking.
The pub is renowned for concerts held during
summer time in the outdoor garden.
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A.C.W. Saloon
GPS: N49°44.855' E13°22.148'

Opening Hours: 14.00 to 23.00

The interior is styled to resemble a provincial
town in the Western United States around the
year 1870. Walk through the western-style
front yard where you get greeted by a raccoon,
and enter an old wood-framed saloon. The ba-
sement hosts a military club, of interest to any-
one keen on the history of the American Army
at the time of World War II.
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U Mansfelda
GPS: N49°44.842' E13°22.809'

Opening Hours: 11.00 to 24.00

A high-class restaurant and wine bar, offering a
wide choice of meals from the Czech and inter-
national cuisine, specialties of game, and a range
of French wines.
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Potrefená husa
GPS: N49°44.680' E13°22.669'

Opening Hours: 18.00 to 22.00

This is Pilsen's link in the chain of official
restaurants run by the Staropramen brewe-
ries. It offers eight kinds of beer on tap, se-
ven other kinds in bottles, and a wide se-
lection of foods.
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A wish of many happy moments
from the organizers.

Hey you, pour me another
one. Can't do it myself!!!!


